
FRC REGULATIONS

General:

1. Excluding any exceptions listed below, placing a car on the track 
must always be done in the pit lane.

2. With the exception of the conclusion of a race, stopping a car to 
remove it from the track must always be done in the pit lane.

3. The Power Base is always considered correct and its results cannot 
be disputed.

4. Any form of liquid refreshment is prohibited from the track table and 
the controller station.

5. Driving through a slower car on the track should be avoided at all 
times when operating a car on the track (this includes informal 
practice/test sessions as well as races). All overtaking should be 
done using the lane changers.

Qualifying:

1. Cars will do a single warm-up lap followed by three timed laps. 
Fastest lap will be its qualifying time.

2. If a car de-slots during its warm-up lap, it may be re-slotted to start its 
qualifying session.

3. If a car de-slots after starting but before completing its first timed lap, 
its qualifying session is over and it will be placed off the track 
alongside its de-slot location. All cars without a time will be gridded 
behind those with times, with cars that completed more of the lap 
ahead of others.

4. If a car de-slots after completing at least one timed lap, its qualifying 
session is over.

Gridding and Sub-Groups:

1. Cars are gridded for the first race based on their qualifying times, 
lowest times at the front. Thereafter cars are gridded based on their 
previous race finishing positions.
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2. In the event that there are more than six and less than nine entries, 
excess drivers will cycle out for each race. For example, if there are 
eight entries, the last two qualifiers will sit out the first race. 
Thereafter, the last two finishers in each race will step out to allow the 
previous two to take their places.

3. If there are nine or more entries in a class, the class will be split into 
sub-groups (A, B, C. etc.), according to the following:

9 or 10 entries - first 5 in sub-group A, rest in sub-group B.
11 or 12 entries - first 6 in sub-group A, rest in sub-group B.
13 or 14 entries - first 6 in sub-group A, next 6 in sub-group B with 
the excess drivers cycling out.
15 or 16 entries - first 6 in sub-group A, next 5 in sub-group B, rest 
in sub-group C.
etc.

Racing:

1. Races take place either over a fixed number of laps ("Grand Prix" - 
referred to as GRP on the Power Base) or time period ("Enduro" - 
END on the Power Base). We currently run 30-lap races, usually 5 
per class.

2. For each class, cars are gridded based on their qualifying times for 
the first race, thereafter based on the previous race finishing 
positions.

3. A car may be substituted for another provided it complies with the 
class requirements, however substitutions cannot take place during a 
race.

4. For each class, drivers are allocated to hand controller stations based 
on their qualifying grid positions and race there for all the races in that 
class for the event. Fastest qualifier uses Station 1, second uses 
Station 2, etc.

5. If a car de-slots during a race, the driver must retrieve it himself, 
making a lap around the track table in a clockwise direction, 
regardless of where the the car has been retrieved. Marshals can 
assist by removing the car from the track and handing it to the driver.

6. The winning car will automatically slow on crossing the finish line. All 
subsequent cars will do likewise as they cross the line after the 
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winner. Once all starters have crossed the finish line at race end, 
throttles are automatically disabled and the results are displayed on 
the Power Base.

7. In the event that there is at least one non-finisher, the results can be 
displayed by pressing the "Set" button (NOTE: THIS SHOULD ONLY 
BE DONE AFTER THE RACE END, otherwise the race will end 
prematurely):

Stewards and Penalties:

1. For each race two Stewards will be assigned. Their primary 
responsibility is to ensure fairness in driving during races.

2. If a car drives through or bounces a car ahead in the same lane 
causing it to de-slot, a Steward may assign a stop and go penalty to 
the offending car and re-slot the victim's car. If the offending car de-
slots as well, no penalty will apply, however the driver must retrieve 
the car as per a normal de-slot. The Stewardsʼ decision is final and 
may not be disputed.

3. In the interest of fair play, a driver may impose a penalty on himself if 
he realizes that he has de-slotted a car ahead in the same lane.

4. A stop and go penalty is served by entering the pit lane, coming to a 
complete stop, then resuming the race via the pit exit. This can be 
done at any time before the race ends.

5. Failure to serve a penalty by race end will automatically demote the 
car to last place in the race, regardless of actual finishing position. 
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This applies even if there are not enough remaining laps available to 
serve the penalty.

6. At the start of a race, any car that de-slots or is de-slotted by another 
car between its starting position and the end of the first corner may 
be re-slotted immediately without penalty.

Championships:

1. At each event a driver's championship will be decided for each class 
run. Points will be awarded to drivers for each race based on their 
finishing position as indicated on the Power Base, according to the 
following table:

1st place - 9 points
2nd place - 6 points
3rd place - 4 points
4th place - 3 points
5th place - 2 points
6th place - 1 point

In addition, the fastest qualifier in each class will be given a bonus 
point.
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